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Don’t Say ‘Transgender’ 

How I‟ll lie to the surgeon:  

I‟ll tell the truth, the whole truth,  

just won‟t mention the buzzwords.  

 

I look up cup sizes on the internet,  

ogle diagrams and photographs of breasts  

to settle how much I can stand  

to let the surgeon leave behind.  
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I try a moment to make B look not so huge  

for your sake, and it shouldn‟t  

when I look down at my DDs.  

I know you‟ll still love me  

with As. You‟re not a tit man anyway. 

 

          Fifth grade was the year I became  

          a writer, the year tits puffed  

          my chest. Those things, already large  

          enough to fill my hands, were not me.  

          Nice things, sure, if I could  

          take them off at night.  

 

          A couple years later, I told mom  

          they made me uncomfortable,  

          and she got me my first bra. It was a B.  

          A woman at the flea market  

          measured my chest. I was unembarrassed;  

          she could as well have been measuring the chairs.  
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          My albatrosses got bigger, but I didn‟t know it  

          for years, not though they spilled out  

          of the Bs I kept buying, not ‟til  

          someone told me I had to be at least a D.  

          About then I started binding,  

          gave it up a few years later when I got pregnant.  

 

          In between, I took testosterone  

          nine months—just long enough  

          to give birth to a new me.  

 

If I told the surgeon all that, if I called it  

by its right name, I‟d have to live as a man  

before he would touch me, and that  

would be no less not me.  
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Before I Heard of Transgender 

I learned to tie my shoes about the same time  

I learned to pick a gender. When the other children  

began to sort themselves into boys and girls, I  

needed another label. So I invented my own. 

 

After plunging through the woods at camp, scraping  

knees and palms and settling mud-caked  

in the bottom of a gully, I explained to the first  

counselor to catch up, “I‟m a girly tomboy!”  

 

I‟d told my cousin first, and again years later  

when puberty traded my body for one from outer space.  

I explained to myself and her: I was a man  

in my past lives. Then we were cousins, not friends.  
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Pinocchio 

The fairies circled my living room  

in the house where the door was never locked.  

I don‟t remember where the women were— 

Annie, who shared my yearning  

for platanos and dulce de leche,  

whose dad owned the house, and  

Dorothy, who hogged toilet paper  

to clean up her boyfriend‟s wayward cum.  

Aidan was the only real boy, but this time,  

I was disqualified for lack of wood.  

 

I‟d flattened my breasts as far as I could,  

to a single bulging hump. My voice  

had deepened, period stopped. It wasn‟t enough.  

Still, the guests talked around me  

like I was one of the boys, some spreading their legs  

and airing out their virulent disgust  

at the bits between female thighs.  
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Aidan and one or two others didn‟t join  

the hackneyed abuse, didn‟t intervene.  

Neither did I. We rationed our beers  

round the carpet, silent or changing  

the subject to indifferent matters. It veered  

again to the villainous blacks spreading AIDS.  

They couldn‟t see the irony. Was that the night  

I knew I didn‟t want to be one of the boys? 
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